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2/3 Sheoak Street, Doveton, Vic 3177

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 1 Type: Unit
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$655,000

ITS ADDRESSEDWhy wait for construction and navigate its accompanying stress? Dive straight into this pristine,

3-bedroom home that's ready for its first-ever occupants. Every inch showcases luxurious craftsmanship combined with

modern flair.• Indulge in the spacious master suite featuring walk-through robes, leading to a "his and hers"

ensuite.• The other two bedrooms aren't left behind, boasting BIRs and generous spaces.• Lose yourself in the

magnificent open-plan living accentuated by bifold doors.• Relish gourmet moments in a sleek stone-top kitchen,

highlighting a breakfast bench and a 5-burner gas cooktop.• Natural illumination? Two skylights ensure you've got plenty

of it.• Shared bathroom with a bathtub is a kid-friendly touch, while a capacious laundry area meets all household

needs.For enterprising minds, the garage doubles as a potential workspace. Its glass sliding doors lead to a secure yard,

outfitted with an outdoor dining ensemble – a daily dose of fresh air is just a step away.Interiors boast quality floorboards

in common spaces, tactile tiles in wet areas, and snug carpeting in the bedrooms. Central cooling, ducted heating, a water

tank, and a roomy shed only enhance the allure. The dedicated, extended driveway promises ample parking for residents,

guests, and playful kiddos.Perks don't end within the walls; with Doveton College and YMCA Doveton pool just two doors

away, it's as if you have an expansive pool, sans the upkeep.Elevate your life. Embrace the pinnacle of modern living. Your

dream lifestyle awaits. Why contemplate any longer?For more Real Estate in Doveton contact your Area Specialist.Note:

Every care has been taken to verify the accuracy of the details in this advertisement, however, we cannot guarantee its

correctness. Prospective purchasers/tenants are requested to take such action as is necessary, to satisfy themselves with

any pertinent matters.


